Junior Art 2013

The juniors have been very busy during Art classes. The students have explored the elements of art like line, texture, colour, form, shape and tone through the oceans, autumn and animal themes. The students have printed and painted 2D seascapes and autumn scenes, collaged and constructed sailing ships, 3D rainbow and jelly fish and African animals using a variety of materials.

The key focus of Art classes has been for the students to manipulate and use colour and shape to create a feeling of being in a particular setting like the beach.

Here in these photos the students can be seen displaying their collages of Easter chicks which were exhibited in the Echuca newsagency over Easter. The students learnt about using cool and warm colours printing with their fingertips.

Their printing experiences were extended through our autumn activities where the children painted leaves with paint and then printed with them onto paper using paint that reflected autumn colours. Blowing through straws to push inks around the page created interesting effects to make the trunks.

Soon the students will learn how to dye and paint fabrics when they make headbands, sashes and arm bands to use and wear during music classes.